
Map Admin Manual - Inserting Data to the Map 
 

Data Model Overview:  
 

 
1. Event: the basic unit displayed on the map. Consists of a location (place) and a 

time interval. The additional information attached to the event is shown in the 
event card. 

2. Project: A collection of events uploaded by a researcher. The project also 
contains basic information about the research and a cover image. 

3. Researcher: Basic information about creator of project. 
4. Place: A geo-location of a place, its name and alternatives names of other 

spellings and names of place in other historical periods. 
5. Person: A meta data record that can be attached to several events. Contains 

biographical info and cover image. 
6. Organization: A meta data record that can be attached to several events. 

Contains basic information about the organization (including its time span) and 
cover image. 

7. Media: Image, Youtube link, Pdf doc or sound file. Also contains source and 
copyright information. The same media object can be attached to more than one 
event.  

8. Annotation: a graphical annotation connecting between events or places on the 
map. There are four types of annotations: path (travel), reference, 
communication and group. The first three are displayed as arrows. The group 
emphasizes the events and displayed all other annotations connected to these 
events. 



 
The basic work process:  

● Create a project and researcher. 
● Create events attached to project including meta-data of Persons and 

Organizations 
● Create annotations between events. 

 
 
Link to Admin Interface:  
https://daat-hamakom-data.herokuapp.com/admin 
(login with user/password) 

 
 
 
Detailed working manual 
 
1. Stage 1: Create a project  
 
Tutorial clip:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jz18ADMMx8Q 
 
A project is the basic context that contains a set of events related to a research. The 
map can display the research event as a separate map layer or in combination with 
other projects. 
 
On the top of the form (under Django administration) is the navigation line specifying 
where you are:  
Home > Maps.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jz18ADMMx8Q


 
Click on Projects to go to the projects list 

 
Click on ADD PROJECT + : Opens a project form.  



 
 
Fill in the data fields. Bold field names are required fields. 
Researcher field is a list menu: if you already created a researcher record use the 
arrows to add/remove researchers from the chosen list, if not use “+” to open a new 
researcher form popup. After saving the researcher form you will come back to the 
project form. 
The text in Synopsis field can also have hyperlinks. 

 



Cover image: select an existing image from the combo box or use “+” to add a new 
image (see media form explanation below in the following section). The cover image will 
serve as a default thumbnail for the project markers. 
  
Attribution line: The event text can be attributed to specific source of researcher 
instead of Daat-Hamakom. 
 
Start/End date: in format YYYY-MM-DD 
To save the form use one of the save options. You can return and edit the project by 
selecting the project from the projects list. 
 
2. Stage 2: Create events 
 
Tutorial clips: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tyk1VLuwBXQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJ5gnKCgDqE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txnWT_bpTm8 
 
An event is the basic entity displayed on the map and consists of a space/time 
coordinate and information fields.  
 
go back to Home > Maps (by clicking Maps) and then go to events list by clicking 
Events.  
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txnWT_bpTm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJ5gnKCgDqE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tyk1VLuwBXQ


Click on ADD EVENT + to open an event form.  
 

 
Fill in the data fields. Bold field names are required fields. 

 



Project: select your project. 
Description: Text in English, and also url’s.  
 
Place: choose from combo box or add a new place using the “+”. 
Before adding a new place, verify that place is not already assigned in the dropdown (!).  

 
 
Adding a new place:  

 
 



For using the geocode tool, first type the address on the field (on the right side above 
the map) to focus the map and then you can move the marker to refine the geocode. 
Our convention for the main name is to use present name (as would appear in google 
maps, when applicable). Use alternative names for past names. To add alternative 
names (you can add more than one), enter each name at a time and press on “enter” 
key. 
Zoom Level: according to size of place. 
 
There is also a possibility to specify a territory - consult with map manager. 
Click “save” to go back to event form. 
 
 

 
 
Now back to the event form 
 
Political Entity: in the time of the event (e.g. - Istanbul 1859 -> Ottoman Empire) 
 
Dates: start date is required, use end date if the event is an interval in time. 
time resolutions:  year = 1939-00-00, month = 1939-09-00, day = 1939-09-11 
Check “Circa” if date is an estimation. 
 
 
 
 
 



Tags:  The tags (keywords) are for searching the events. Enter each tag at a time and 
press on “enter” key.  
 

 
Choosing tags:  

1. Use only lower case letters, if 2 words use underscore _. 
2. Define in advance a consistent set of tags that are relevant for the events in the 

research.  
3. Also think about more general tags regarding field of work or genre that will 

intersect with events not in your research. E.g. - “music”, “literature”, “translation”,  
“shut” etc. 

 
Media: choose from existing media objects or use the “+” to add a new item. 
 

 
 
Adding a new media:  
A media item is an uploaded media file or a url. 
 
The media files that can be loaded are: 
Images: format of jpg only, recommended size: min width/height 1000px, can be 
landscape or portrait, size: do not exceed 2MB (recommended less than 1MB) 
Sound: format mp3.  
Document: pdf. 
URL: only for video - currently only youtube. 
Other links can be added in description field. 
Source is the archive or library of document 



Source url: where the media is located on the web 
Copyrights - owner or public domain. 
 
People, Organizations fields: 
 

 
 
You can select from existing in list or use “+” to add new ones.  
These are important metadata objects that can create correlations with other events and 
researches. You can select multiple items using ctrl key (or command in mac). 
For people’s title field keep standard titles: Rabbi, Dr., Prof. etc. 
 
Back to event form:  
Map Context: This parameter determines the zoom of the map when the event is 
selected. Possibilities are ordered from high zoom to low: Neighborhood, City, Province, 
Country, Continent, World.  
Media Icon: Choose image to be used as a thumbnail on map. 
Next Event: (optional) your recommendation to go to next event on the map. 
 
When finishing click save.  
 
Publishing: on the top of the form there is the Publish checkbox. If it is not checked 
the event is in draft status. You may view it in the draft view of the map. To publish 
check the checkbox (you can also do this using the list actions menu). 
 



 
 
List View:  
 

 

 
 
After saving the event you are transferred back to the list view of all events. You can 
browse through these events and choose an event to edit it. You may select events with 
check boxes to perform multiple actions on event: publishing or deleting. You can only 
delete events you created. On the right side are filters to display events by creator, 
project and published status. It is recommend to filter events by project or creator so 
you can see only the events that you updated. 
 
3. Stage 3: Annotations 
 
Tutorial clips: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoXaVBtFso4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVfEdhjsz7E 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUkRDaAfx4o 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoXaVBtFso4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVfEdhjsz7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUkRDaAfx4o


 
 
Annotations are map elements that create relations between events or between events 
and places. By using annotations you can define groups of events, arrows or edges 
between events. An annotation consists of at least one event and additonal events or 
places.  
To view all annotations go to  
Home > Maps > Annotations 
 

 
 
Use filter by project or filter by user on the right side to filter the annotations relevant 
to your map. 
 
To add an annotation select: 
Home > Maps > Annotations > Add Annotation + 
To open an annotation form.  
 
Fill the annotation fields: 
 



 
 
Events: multiple select from list of events. 
Type: dropdown menu  
There 4 types of annotations: 

1. Group - a set of events that we want to be viewed as a group on the map. They 
will light up when one of the group is hovered or selected. 

2. Path - Physical movement of a person or object along a directional path. The 
path consists of an ordered set of points. The first point (origin) is always an 
event. The next points must be places, not events, except for the last point that 
may also be an event. 

3. Communication - any type of communication between 2 points such a letter, 
telegram, non-specified. The communicatin can be directional (a - > b) or 
non-directional (e.g. 2 people as continously corresponding with each other). At 
least one point must be an event, the other may be an event or a place. 

4. Reference - one event refers to another event in a diferent place. Examples: 
text/person A refers to text/person B, A is a documentation that refers to tradition 
B, A is a translation of B. A reference is usually directional, from an origin to the 
referenced event. The direction is from the later event to the earlier. In case of 
reciprocal reference, directionality will not be specified. 

 
Origin: select the event which is the origin to determine direction of annotation. No 
origins means it is bi-directional. 



 
Places: multiple select from list of places. 
Title, Description: In case of Group, give it a title and short description. 
Published: approve if annotation to be published. 
Remember to choose “save” to save the annotation, which tranfers you back to the 
annotation list. 
 
 
 
 
 


